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Abstract- This paper introduces a new Gaussian trust and
reputation system for wireless sensor networks based on sensed
continuous events to address security issues and to deal with
malicious and unreliable nodes. It is representing a new approach
of calculating trust between sensor nodes based on their sensed
data and the reported data from surrounding nodes. It is
addressing the trust issue from a continuous sensed data which is
different from all other approaches which address the issue from
communications and binary point of view.
I. INTRODUCTION

Trust has been the focus of researchers for a long time. It
started in social sciences where trust between humans was
studied. The effect of trust was also analysed in economic
transactions as presented in [1, 2], and Marsh in [3] was one of
the first to introduce a computational model for trust. Then ecommerce necessitated a notion to judge how trusted an
internet seller can be as in [4, 5]. So did Peer-to-Peer networks
and other internet forums where users deal with each other in a
decentralized fashion as in [6, 7]. Recently, attention has been
given to the concept of trust to increase security and reliability
in Ad Hoc as in [8, 9] and sensor networks as in [10, 11].
Along with the notion of trust, comes that of Reputation.
Reputation is the opinion of one person about the other, of one
internet buyer about an internet seller, and by construct, of one
wireless sensor network (WSN) node about another node in the
same network.
Trust is a derivation of the reputation of an entity. Based on
a reputation, a level of trust is bestowed upon an entity. The
reputation itself has been build over time based on that entity's
history of behaviour, and may be reflecting a positive or
negative assessment. The trust problem is a decision problem
under uncertainty, and the only coherent way to deal with
uncertainty is through Probability. There are several
frameworks for reasoning under uncertainty, but it is well
accepted that the probabilistic paradigm is the theoretically
sound framework for solving decision problems with
uncertainty. Some of the trust models introduced for sensor
networks employ probabilistic solutions mixed with ad-hoc
approaches. None of them produces a full probabilistic answer
to the problem.
In this paper we extend our previous work presented in [12,
13] and we look at applying the Trust notion to WSNs
providing data. Most studies of Trust in WSNs focused on the
trust associated with the routing and the successful

performance of a sensor node in some predetermined task. This
resulted in looking at binary events. The trustworthiness and
reliability of the nodes of a WSN, when the sensing data is
continuous has not been addressed. We look at the issue of
security in WSNs using the trust concept, in the case of sensed
data that is of continuous nature. The rest of the paper is
organised as follows: Section 2 presents the related work,
which covers only the very specific related work which we
extended before. Section 3 introduces the Beta reputation
system. We introduce our new model in section 4. In section 5
we present some of the simulation results and section 6
concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND

In this paper, we derive a Bayesian probabilistic reputation
system and trust model for wireless sensor network. We argue
that the problem of assessing a reputation based on observed
data is a statistical problem. Some trust models make use of
this observation and introduce probabilistic modelling such as
the trust model RFSN developed by Ganeriwal and Srivastava
in [10]. The RFSN model presented in [10] uses a Bayesian
updating scheme known as the Beta Reputation System
introduced in [14] for assessing and updating the nodes
reputations. The use of the Beta distribution is due to the
binary form of the events considered. The observable nodes
transactions data is referred to as first-hand information. A
second source of information in trust modelling is information
gathered by other nodes about a node of interest to an entity
assessing its reputation. This second source of information is
referred to as second-hand information. It consists of
information gathered by nodes as first-hand information and
converted into an assessment of that node.
Due to the limitations of a WSN, the second-hand
information is summarized before being shared. For example,
RFSN uses a probability model in the form of a reputation
system to summarize the observed information, and share the
values of the parameters of the probability distributions as
second-hand information. This shared information is soft data,
requiring a proper way to incorporate it with the observed data
into the trust model. The step of combining both sources of
information is handled differently by different trust models.
“Reference [10] uses Dumpster-Shafer belief theory”.
Although a reputation system is designed to reduce the
harmful effect of an unreliable or malicious node, such system

can be used by a malicious node to harm the network. Systems
such as in [10] and [11] are confronted with the issue of what
second hand information is allowed to be shared. For example,
some prohibit negative second-hand information to be shared,
in order to reduce the risk of a negative campaign by malicious
nodes. We propose a full probabilistic way to incorporate all
the second-hand information into a reputation system. To
resolve the issue of the validity of the information source, the
information is modulated using the reputation of the source.
III. RELATED WORK

The Beta Reputation System was proposed by Josang and Is
mail in [14] as a model to derive reputation ratings in the
context of e-commerce. It was presented as a flexible system
with foundations in the theory of statistics. Ganeriwal and
Srivastava in [10] use the work of Josang and Ismail in their
trust model for wireless sensor networks. Srinivasan,
Teitelbaum and Wu in [11] mention the possibility of use of
the Beta reputation system. The Beta reputation system is
based on the Beta probability density function, Beta (α, β) as
shown in equation (1).

=
f ( p |α, β )

Γ(α + β ) α −1
p (1 − p ) β −1
Γ(α )Γ( β )

Rijnew = Beta (α ijnew , β ijnew )

(2)

Where node ni uses its reputation of node nk in the combination
process. The authors of [10] follow the approach of [14], by
mapping the problem into a Dempster-Shaffer belief theory
model [15], solving it using the concept of belief discounting,
and doing a reverse mapping from belief theory to continuous
probability. We find it unnecessary to use the Belief theory.
Rather, the probabilistic theory provides for a way to combine
these two types of information.
IV. GTRSSN TRUST MODEL

Trust modelling represents the trustworthiness of each node
in the opinion of another node, thus each node associates a
trust value with every other node as in [16], and based on that
trust value a risk value required from the node to finish a job
can be calculated. As illustrated in Fig. 1, node X might
believe that node Y will fulfil 40% of the promises made,
while node Z might believe that node Y will fulfil 50% of the
promises made.

(1)

Where 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, α > 0, β > 0 and p is the probability that
the event occurs, that is θ = 1. If we observe a number of
outcomes where there are r occurrences and s non occurrences
of the event, then using a Bayesian probabilistic argument, the
probability density function of p can be expressed as a Beta
distribution, where α = r + 1 and β = s + 1. This probabilistic
mechanism is applied to model the reputation of an entity using
events of completion of a task by the assessed entity. The
reputation system counts the number r of successful
transactions, and s the number of failed transactions, and
applies the Beta probability model. This provides for an easily
updatable system, since it is easy to update both r and s in the
model. Each new transaction results either in r or s being
augmented by 1. “Reference [10] uses this probability model in
its reputation system”. For each node nj, a reputation Rij can be
carried by a neighbouring node ni. The reputation is embodied
in the Beta model and carried by two parameters αij and βij. αij
represents the number of successful transactions node ni had
with, or observed about nj, and βij the number of unsuccessful
transactions. The reputation of node nj maintained by node ni is
Rij = Beta (αij + 1, βij + 1).
The trust is defined as the expected value of the
reputation, Tij = E ( Rij ) . Second hand information is presented
to node ni by another neighbouring node nk. Node ni receive the
reputation of node nj by node nk, Rkj , in the form of the two
parameters αkj and βkj. Using this new information, node ni
combines it with its current assessment Rij to obtain a new
reputation Rijnew as in equation (2).

Fig.1: A simple trust map [16]

In other words trust modelling is simply the mathematical
representation of a node’s opinion in another node in a
network. In our model we are calculating trust based on the
continuous sensed data (temperature) as opposed to all
previous related works which are calculating trust based on
binary events.
Let {A1, A2, …, AN} be the nodes of a wireless sensor
network. Let the corresponding matrix (Γ) be as shown in
equation (3).
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If node Ai is connected to node Aj then Γi , j =
Γ j ,i =
1 otherwise
it is equal to 0. X is a field variable of interest which is of a
continuous nature. This variable such as temperature, chemical
quantity, atmospheric value, is detected and sensed by the
nodes of the WSN and is reported only at discrete times t = 0,
1, 2, …, k, the random variable XAi = Xi is the sensed value by
node Ai. i = 1, …, N. xi(t) is the realization of that random
variable at time t. Each node Ai, i = 1, …, N has a time series
{xi(t)}. These time series are most likely different, as nodes are
requested to provide a reading at different times, depending on
the sources of the request. It could also be that the nodes
provide such readings when triggered by some events. We

assume that each time a node provides a reading, its one-hop
neighbours see that report and can evaluate the reported value.
For example if node Aj reports xj(t0) at some time t0, then node
Al obtains a copy of that report, and has its own assessment
xl(t0) of the sensed variable, say temperature.
Let yi,j(t) = xj(t)-xi(t). From node Ai's perspective, Xi(t) is
known, and Yi,j(t) = Xj(t) - Xi(t) represents the error that node
Aj commits in reporting the sensed field value Xj(t) at time t.
Yi,j(t) is a random variable modelled as a Normal (Gaussian)
shown in equation (4).

Yi , j (t )  N (θ i , j ,τ

2

)

(4)

τ

is assumed known, and is the same for all nodes. If we let
yi , j to be the mean of the observed error, as observed by Ai

about Aj's reporting as in equation (5),

yi , j =

∑

k
t =1

y i , j (t ) / k

(5)

then

(θ i , j | yi , j )  N ( yi , j ,τ 2 / k )

(6)

Where yi , j = {( yi , j (t ) ; for all t values at which a report is
issued by Aj}. This is a well known straightforward Bayesian
updating where a diffuse prior is used. We let µi , j = yi , j and

In addition to data observed in form of yi , j = {( yi , j (t ) for all
t values at which a report is issued by Aj}, node Ai uses second
hand information in the form of ( µls , j , σ ls , j ) , s = 1, …,m from
the m nodes connected to Aj . This is an “expert opinion”, that
is soft information from external sources. Each of these m
nodes has observed node Aj's reports and produced assessments
of its error in the form of ( µls , j , σ ls , j ) , s = 1, …, m and
consequently Tls,j, s = 1, …, m. In using expert opinion/external
soft information, one needs to modulate it.
Node Ai uses its own assessment of the nodes Al1 ,..., Alm , in
the form of ( µi ,ls , σ i ,ls ) , s = 1, … , m and consequently Ti,ls , s =
1, …, m. Using Bayes theorem, the probability distribution of
θi,j is obtained, that uses the observed data along with the
second hand modulated information as shown in equation (10).

P(θi , j | yi , j , ( µl1 , j , σ l1 , j ),..., ( µlm , j , σ lm , j ),
( µi ,l1 , σ i ,l1 ),..., ( µi ,lm , σ i ,lm ))

Equation (10) is proportional to the product of three terms,
which represents the likelihood, the prior distribution and the
second hand information. By elaborating the second hand
information we proved that it is a Normal (Gaussian)
distribution with mean and variance as shown in equations (11)
and (12) consequently.

∑

σ i2, j = τ 2 / k . Recall that k is nodes dependent. It is the number
of reports issued by node j, and differs from node to node. We
define the reputation Ri , j as in equation (7)

Ri , j = N ( µi , j , σ i2, j )

(7)

where µi , j = yi , j and σ i2, j = τ 2 / k are the equivalent of αij and
βij as in [10].
Trust is defined differently, since we want it to remain
between 0 and 1, we define the trust to be the probability as
shown in equations (8) and (9).
=
Ti , j
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=
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These values ( µinew
) along with ( µi , j , σ i2, j ) are easily
, j ,σ i, j

updatable values that represents the continuous Gaussian
new
version of the (α i , j , β i , j ) and (α inew
of the binary
, j , βi , j )

approach in [10], as derived from the approach in [14]. The
(9) network topology and protocols follow those of [10, 11]. The
solution presented is simple, and easily computable. This is
with keeping in mind that the solution applies to networks with
The bigger the error θij is, meaning its mean shifting to the limited computational power. Some would object to the use of
right or left of 0, and the more spread that error is, the less the a diffuse prior, which in effect, forces a null prior trust value,
trust value is. Each node Ai maintains a line of reputation regardless of the ε value. A way to remedy this is to start with a
for each j, such that
assessments composed of Ti,j
N ( µ0 , σ 02 ) prior distribution for all θij, such that the prior trust
Γi , j ≠ 0 (one-hop connection). Ti,j is updated for each time
is 1/2. This choice not only answers the diffuse prior issue, but
period t for which data is received for some connecting node j.

also allows the choice of the parameters involved. ε can be
determined, given μ0 and σ0. μ0 is most likely to be set to 0.
Therefore, σ0 and ε determine each other. With a proper prior
θi , j as shown in equation (13),

θ i , j  N ( µ0 , σ 02 )

sensors locations
Node 6
Node 1
760
755

(13)

Node
4 3
Node
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Node 5
Node 8

730

(15)

720

725

and the updated values are presented in equations (16) and
(17).
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− 1 α


 Ti ,ls


V. SIMULATION RESULTS

To verify our theory we developed several simulation
experiments and we present in this section the results from 2
different scenarios conducted on the network shown in Figure
2. In both simulation experiments, we calculate the trust
between 4 nodes (1, 6, 7 and 13) in a sub-network of 15 nodes
as shown in Figure 2. In the first scenario we assumed that
only a random region is selected to report data on every time
series and the result is represented first in Figures 3, 4 and 5,
while in the second scenario we assumed that the entire
network is reporting for every time series and the result is
represented in the second figure of Figures 3, 4 and 5.
First, we assume that all nodes are working properly and
report the sensed event with only a small reading error.
Simulation results show that the trust values of node 1 for the
other nodes (6, 7 and 13) are slightly different but converge to
1 as can be seen in Figure 3. The results presented in Figures 3,
4 and 5 show that the second scenario is giving more precise
results as the trust is updated for all nodes at each time series.
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Fig. 3: All nodes are normal

In other experiments, we assume that nodes 7 and 13 are faulty
or malicious nodes, the results from the simulation are
presented in Figure 4 and show the trust value for nodes 7 and
13 dropping to zero. Node 6 is assumed reliable, and its
corresponding trust value follows a growing path that
eventually reaches 1.
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Fig. 2: Wireless Sensor Network Diagram
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Figure 5 shows the trust value from the direct information
reaches zero for both nodes 7 and 13. This is because node 1 is
faulty, and contradicts nodes 7 and 13 based only on direct
information. However, using second information, the trust for
these two nodes is high. This is an interesting case as both
nodes (13,7) are assessing node 1 as a faulty node. The trust
value for node 6 is set to the initial value of (0.5) and will
decrease to zero as there is no second hand information
available about node 6.
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